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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] causal solutions (i.e., solutions with support in the characteristic 
cone) for a large class of nonlinear wave equations had been constructed by 
applying a regularization process introduced in [2]. Since such processes in 
general are not unique the question arises as to which extent the solutions 
obtained by them are unique. We shall reconsider here this problem for the 
class of nonlinear wave equations 
Utt - Au +F(u)u = 0, A = 2 ~2,1&~,2, 
i-l 
where F belongs to a rather general class of functions specified below; for 
example F(u) could be a (real) polynomial. The investigation is based on the 
concept of a calculus of classes of canonical products of distributions intro- 
duced in a separate paper [3]. 
2. CANONICAL PROXXJCE OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
DEFINITION 1. Let ur ,..., u, E 3’ :z B(R”)’ and define the cZuss 
fl(u, ,-.*, 24,) = (7TO(UI )..., u,) j 7ro : (D’)’ --+ 3’) 
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of canonical products of u1 ,..., u, as follows: 
P4) m4 = e4 
(PO,) qul ,...) 24,) = (ul . u2 - --- * UT} 
if the product exists in the sense of pointwise multiplication, or if one of the 
Al, ,..., u, is a distribution and the others are suitable multiplicators such that 
the product uTus .-. zc, is a uniquely defined distribution. 
(Pl) 27(P(Ur )...) zc,)) = n(z+ ,...) 24,) 
for all permutations P of r elements. 
(P2) IqUl )...) uj + aj ). . .) u,) 
is the maximal subclass of n(zl, ,..., uj ,..., u,) + IT(zc, ,..., ZQ ,..., z+). 
(P3) I& )..., cuj )...) UT) = rr(c, Ic, )..., uj )...) u,) = c * 17(u, )..., uj ,..., UJ 
if CEC. 
(P4) Let J2 be an open subset of the R”. For every u E ID’ let zc IQ denote 
the restriction of u on 9. If u E n(% ,..., u,) then zl (o E IT(zl,!, ,..., 2c,lo) = 
w-l ,***, Ur) IQ * 
(P5) If there exist a, , as ,..., a, E C” such that alul , ape ,..., a,u, are 
bounded on every compacturn then 
( 44 a.0 a,) 1T(u, ,..., u,) = G&(w2) -** kv4>. 
(P6) If the ur ,..., uT are real then all u E lT(ul ,..., 2~~) are real. 
Remark. (Pl) and (P2) shall be called weak commutativity and weak 
distributivity respectively. As to (P2) we mean by a “maximal” subclass the 
largest subclass which is consistent with all the other axioms. For example, 
from (P2) it follows l7(u - U, V) C n(u, V) - n(u, u). (P3) implies 
Lqu - u, v) = Lqo, v) = (O}, 
so the maximal subclass in this case would be a proper subclass (consisting 
of the zero element) if n(u, V) contains more than one element. It follows, 
by the way, from an obvious generalization of this consideration that the 
classes IT(u, ,..., u,) must be nonempty. 
In the following we shall use the notation 
(74 ,..*, vil,.& = {rng, + **. + mp, 1 1121 )...) m, E A!.?}, 
where MCC or R. By 0 we shall denote the Heaviside function; the kth 
derivative of the (one-dimensional) Dirac distribution 6 will be denoted by 
8”) (note that 8 = dO/dx). 
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The following examples shall illustrate how (special) canonical classes can 
be constructed by applying the above postulates. 
EXAMPLE 1. Iqo, S) = ((s&(. 
Proof. Let a E Cc. Then aS = a(O)6 is bounded on every compactum iff 
a(O) -= 0. Let C$, = {a E Cm 1 a(0) = 0). Then P(5) implies &I(@, S) = 
{O(aS)) = (01, that is, au = 0 for every a E Cz, and every u E n(@, 6). 
Hence we must have supp u = (0). By a wellknown theorem u must be a 
finite linear combination of S and its derivatives; because of (2%) this com- 
bination must be real, that is, 
N 
u = c cp, c~,.R, N < ~8:. 
&=lJ 
Let in particular a -L x E CG, . Then xu = 0 implies u = ES, c E R. This 
proves the assertion. n 
Remark. supp u = (0) could have been obtained also from (P4); never- 
theless it needs (P5) to conclude that u is a multiple of 6. As to what extent 
(P5) implies (P4) we cannot answer at the moment. Throughout this paper 
we shalf not need (P4). 
Using the same arguments one can proof the following two examples. 
EXAMPLE 2. IQ, 6) = {S, WQ,. 
EXAMPLE 3. IT(S, 6, S) = @, S(l), S(aQg, 
Remark. The notation “product” simply means an element of the classes 
introduced above and has nothing to do in the general case with multiplication 
since there might be no multiplication. For consider 666: If we would define a 
multiplication [cf.41 (even a noncommutative and/or nonassociative one) then 
666 would be equal to either (SS)S or S(SS). But in both cases we would obtain 
a multiple of 6 whereas in the above class calculus SSS could be a multiple 
of S(a) = d”S/d.r2. The following example shows how this can be realized 
constructively within the MikuSinski-Sikorski calculus of sequences: Consider 
the differential equation 
xD% + 3Du + xuz = 0, D = @lx. 
Then u, defined by 
u&v) = W%(e” + x2)-‘, E E R, 
is for every E a solution. But 
u E -+ 25/‘7rS if c-+0. 
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Hence 
XSSS = x lim uE3 = -(32rra)-l lim *E(1) = -S(r)/32$. EiO E-f0 
Consequently, 
with c arbitrary complex. 
DEFINITION 2. If $ 3 0 or + < 0 (in short: if 4 is definite) then + is 
said to have the sign + 1 or - 1 respectively. Let the zll ,..., zc+- be dejhite with 
szgns El )...) ET. Then Ii’,(u, ,..., ~,r) denotes the subclass of all elements in 
fl(Ul ,...> u,) which are definite with the sign l leZ ,..., E.,. 
Remark. At a first glance it would seem reasonable to demand 
4&l ,***, u,) = Iqu, ,...) u,) 
if he u1 ,..., u, are definite. The following example however shows that the 
product of two positive distributions can be a negative distribution. 
EXZMPLE 4. Consider the sequences {u,> and {uJ where V,(X) = u,(-X) 
and 
0 if .2’ $6 [-E, E], 
u,(x) = (2e)-l [I + (1 + 2E)l/“] if x E C-E, 0] 
-I/[1 + (1 + 2<)‘/“] if x E (0, ~1. 
Then for every a > 0 
1 q 
m Cc 
UC(X) dx = 
s 
v,(x) dx = - 
s 
u,(x) ‘U&X) dx. 
--m --cc -m 
Further, supp U, = [-c, cl-+ {O), supp u, = [-E, cl-+ (0} if E + 0 so that 
{u,}, {wJ and {--u,D,) are S-sequences. Hence, 
SS = lim u,v, = -S. E”O 
Since S is clearly positive we have an example in which the product of two 
positive distributions is a negative distribution. 
EXAMPLE 5. G(@, 8) = 17,(S, 6) = liTd(S, 6, S) = co,+. 
PYOOJC Both 0 and S are positive. Obviously, <<S>>,+ is the subclass of all 
elements of 17(0, S), n(S, S), and 17(S, S, 6) which are positive too. n 
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DEFINITION 3. Let G be a group of mappings of R” into itself and let 
j G j be the functional determinant of G E G. Consider G also as a trans- 
formation group on 3’ by defining (Gu, (6) = ( G 1 (u, G+) where (G+)(X) = 
+(G+), $ E C,“. If G17(u, ,..., a,.) = 17(Gu, ,..., Gu,) for every G E G then 
Jq% ,..., u,) is said to be weaMy G-invariant and denoted by flto)(u, ,..., ur). 
If for every G E G and every v,,(z+ ,..., u,) E 11(~, ,..., u.,.) there holds 
&c&l ,.-a, z+) = rr,(Gu, ,..., Gu,) then II(u, ,..., u,) is said to be sbictly 
G-invariant and denoted by I&(u, ,..., u.,.). 
Remark, We shall in particular consider the afFine group A on the real 
line which is generated by 
S, : d(x) -+ $(a~), 0 < n E R (dilatation&), 
TV : C(X) -+ +(m - y), y E R (translations), 
R: d(x) -+ d(-X) (reflection). 
EXAMPLE 6. IT,@, S) = (0). 
Proof. From Example 2 we know n(S, 6) = ((6, S(l)>,. Let rr,(S, S) = 
c(fs + cp, co , c, E R. Then for LY. E R, S,x@, 6) = S,(c,S + clW) = 
(c,/cx)S + (cl/a*) S(l). However by (P3), 
~,(S,& S,S) = m,[(1/01)6, (l/oc)S] = (l/a”) z-,(6, S) = (I/ol2)(c,S + c&W). 
Thus, strict homogenity implies c, = 0. Further Rn,(S, 6) = R(c,S + clW) = 
c,S - CQP, while n,(RS, RS) = n,(S, 6) = cOS + clW. Thus strict reflection 
invariance implies c1 = 0. So we have 17,(S, S) = (0) which agrees also with 
translation invariance. n 
In a similar way we can prove the following results. 
EXAMPLE 7. 17,(S, S,S) = ((W)),. 
EXAMPLE 8. ll*(x, 6, 6, S) = <S(l)>*. 
ESAMPLE 9. Let a: R -+ R be holomorphic in an open neighborhood of 
the origin. Then 
Proof. Let a(a) = a, + a,r + ‘.., a,, = a(O), a, = dl)(0),... . By (P2) 
17,,A(Oa, 6) is then the maximal subclass of 
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(2’5) implies x.ZI(XW, S) = {O} so that with (P6) we must have 
Iqxm@, S) = ((s>, (111 2 0). 
Let m > 0 and let vC(xmO, 6) = cS, c E R. 
Strict homogeneity requires 
7r&901(xvq, S,S) = 7&PX”O, a-16) = CP-%r,(x”O, S) = &7rc(xn@, S), 
that is, 
CP-4s = cc-%S 
for every c1 > 0. Since m > 0, this is possible only if c = 0. Hence 
17,,,(x~‘@, S) = fl*(x”O, 6) = {O}, m > 0. 
Let m = 0. Since both 0 and 6 are positive we must have 
&,(@, 2) = @>R, 
It is easily to be seen that this agrees with strict homogenity as well as 
with translation invariance. Let us consider reflection. Obviously, 
l&(RO, RS) = I&(1 - 0, S) c (8) - I&(@, 6). (**I 
By the same arguments as above it follows 
Let 
&(l - 0, S) = @>a+ . 
I7&1 - 0, S) = <sg, ) MCI&, 
and set n-,(RO, RS) = ~~(1 - 0,S) = CS = nr,(O, S), c E &I. Then (**) 
requires that for every c E ill there exist c’ E ilf such that 
cs = s - C’S = (1 - c’)S. 
This is possible if and only if M = [0, 11. Hence 
Taking the maximal subclass in (*) the assertion follows. q 
Remark. It does not matter whether we write IIA,d or II,,, and it would 
be wrong to conclude from 17,(0, S) = @))a that D&O, S) = @))a+ since 
the subscripts A and d (regardless of the order in which they are written) 
mean that both properties, namely strict affinity and definiteness, must hold. 
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DEFINITION 4. Let (uIp,...,ur~) = P(zc, ,..,, 2~~) where P is a permutation 
of P elements. The inductively defined set 
f7”(u, )..,) u,) = u Ii&~, Lzyfq,..., u,Pj) 
P 
[with 17*(u) = II( zc )] is called the class of weak& associative canonical~oducts 
Gf 211 ,..., U,. Es%'. 
EXAMPLE 10. na*(S, 8) = {O}. 
Proof. By definition we have 17,*(S, S) = flA(S, n,*(S)) - lir,(S, S), so 
that the assertion follows from example 6. q 
EXAMPLE 11. 17,*(S, 6, S) = (0). 
Proof. Using Example 10 we get IT,*(S, 6, S) = JIA(S, I7,*(S, 6)) = 
D*(S, 0) = (0). H 
EXAMPLE 12. IIA*(x, 6, 8,s) = (0). 
Proof. By Definition 4, Example 10, and Example Il. q 
DEFINITION 5. Let Dj = SjSx, , 1 <j < n, and let II(fI>jln; u1 ,..., u,) 
denote the sum over all n(D~u, ,..., LI’yruT) with rnr + ... + m,r = m. The 
class 
II,(Ly; u1 )..., u,) = II(D,“‘; ztl ,..., up) n Dj”‘(lTzll ,~.., u,) 
is called an L-s&lass (Leibxiz-subclass) of 1T(Dj*2; u1 ,..., u,). More general: 
The class 
flL(D;g; u1 , . . ., q.) + lI,(D,“; cl ,. . . , a,) + . ‘. 
is called an L-subclass of 
IT(Dp; u, ,..., u,) + 17(D& 71~ ,... I usj + -a. . 
EXAMPLE 13. I&&D; 0, 0) = IIA,,(D; 0, 0) = {S>. 
PRIOR. By Definition 5 and Example 9 
17,,,,,(D; 0, 0) = II&D; 0, 0) n D&,,(O, 0) 
= [17,,,(% @> + G,,(@, s>lnWI 
z [q&t 8) f %,A(@, 31 f-I R 
= @),,,,, n {S) = {S). 
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Copying the proof of Example 9 we easily get n,(O, 6) = ((SJ,; the rest of 
the assertion is proved as above. 4 
EXAMPLE 14. Let u = Ov + CS where v: R ---f R is holomorphic in a 
certain neighborhood of the origin and c ER. Then II&,(u, ,..., ur) = 
~~A,L(U,..., u) = {Ov + cv(O)~-16). 
Proof. The proof is by induction. Clearly, the assertion is true for Y = 1. 
Assume it to be true for I - 1. Then by (PI?), (P3), Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 
it follows 
EXAMPLE 15. Let v: R -+ R be holomorphic in a neighborhood of the 
origin and assume that 
F(v) == f F,,d’, F.r E c, 
I=0 
exists in a certain neighborhood of the origin. Let u = Ov + cS, c E R, and 
define 
where zl, = **. = u,+~ == .u. Then 
n~A,J(F(u)zl) = (OF(v)v + cF(a(O))S}. 
Proof. Evident from Lemma 4. n 
3. CANONICAL SOLUTIONS 
In the following we shall use the notation Dj = D?Di2 ... 02 where 
Dl SE t+kc,, D, z i31ax2 ,..., D, E a/&,; that is, j is a multiindex with 
components j, , j, ,..., j, . 
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DEFINITION 6. Let (N,(D) \ v ~1) be the class of (possibly nonlinear) 
operators defined by 
N,(D)g = w(Djg)(Dkg) -.. (Dg), gEc”, 
depending on w E D’ as well as on the number and the components of multi- 
indices j, k,..., q. Let v E D’ and define 
n(N”(D); v) = lqw, D’v )..., DQ), 
IF(N,(D); v) = 17”(zo, Djv,..., D”v) etc. 
Let N,(O),..., N,(D) be from {N,(D) 1 v E I> and define 
(N,(D) + ... + N,(D))g = N,(D)g f ... $- N,(D)g. 
Let now 
[-K(D) -t -.. + Ns(D)]u = f, f c XI’, (“1 
be a given (possibly nonlinear) differential equation. Then ZI is said to be a 
canonical solution of (*) in the class IT (in the class 17* etc.) if 
f E W%(D); 4 + s-e + JVV,(D!; 4 
(if f E IrT*(N,(D); v) + *.. + lI*(ArF(D); v) etc.). 
EXAMPLE 16. Consider 
xD% + 3Du + xu3 = 0, D e didx. (1) 
In [2] it had been shown by applying a smoothing and limiting process that 
(1) has a weak solution u = 25f2~S. We can obtain this solution simply by 
looking up the classes n(r, W), n(369, and 17(x, 8, 6, S). The first two 
classes are obvious from (PO,) and (PO,), 
I&(x, S(2)) = D(x, S(2)) = (-2P’), 
11,(381’) = IT(36’1’) = (36’1’). 
From Example 8 we know 
II&c, 6, 6, 6) = <S’l’j;), . 
Hence, by Definition 6 u = cS, c E R, will be a canonical solution of (1) in n, 
if we can find c’ E R such that 
0 = c(l + C-Q’), C’ER. 
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Thus if c E R is given it follows 
c’ = - l/c2 E R. 
Consequently, the real linear span of 6 is a set of canonical solutions of (1) 
which is in DA . From Example 12 we know 
II**@, 6, 8, 6) = (0). 
It is evident then that (1) h as no solution u = c&O # c E R, which is in DA*. 
If the problem had been to find a solution of (1) which has (0) as support 
then finite linear combinations of 6 and its derivatives might have served. 
This shows that there is still a certain amount of ambiguity. In order to 
reduce further this arbitrariness we shall introduce in the following section 
the concept of maximal canonical solutions. The idea is to select among the 
class of admissible canonical solutions of a given differential equation those 
solutions which have, roughly speaking, the largest dual space. 
4. h'l.4XIhulL &NONICAL SOLUTIONS 
DEFINITION 7. Let V be a set of canonical solutions of a given equation 
and let (V} be that subspace of la’ which is spanned by the elements of V. 
Let Q be the linear space C,“(R”) w h ere 1 = Z(V) is such that for every 
v E (V) and every zj E Q there exist positive constants c so that 
I v($hl d c c sup I Dill, I; 
li!<Z 
that is (V} C Q’ (= dual of 3,). V is called a set of maximal canonical 
solutions if it contains no proper subset W + (0} for which (Wi C 3,’ with 
k < 1. 
Remark. “RSaximal” means here that in the chain D,, 3 D, 3 ... the space 
br, is the largest space over which the elements of {V) are continuous linear 
functionals. Clearly, the real linear span of 6 is a set of maximal canonical 
solutions of (1) with support (0) and this set is in fl, . 
EXAMPLE 17. Consider again the differential equation (1). Let us look for 
maximal strictly afline canonical solutions with support R, = {X 1 x 3 01. 
Let 0 be the Heaviside function, that is? O(X) = 0 if x < 0 and O(X) = 1 if 
x > 0. Let 
u = ov + ug ) 
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where 2): R + R is assumed to be analytic in an open neighborhood of K = 0 
and sup ug = (0). By a wellknown theorem ug must be a finite linear com- 
bination of 8 and its derivatives; we shall call the order of the highest derivative 
the order of uG . To obtain a maximal canonical solution the order of U& 
should be minimal. So if we try u = 0~ + ~8, c E R, we have to consider the 
classes L!(X, Pu), II(3Du), and sl(x, u ,u, u). We state without proof (the 
first two classes are obvious from (PO,) and (PO,)) 
1T,(x, D%) = (xOD% - vs - 2cB'"), 
IT,(3Du) = (3ODu + 3vs + 3cS'l'), 
II&, u, u, u) = (xOw3) + c2v(O)<S>, + cyP'>, . 
Hence, u = Ov -+ c6 is a canonical solution of (1) which is in II, if we can 
find a zx R -+ R which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of x = 0 and 
c’, C” E R such that 
~0% + 3Dv + xw3 = 0, (21 
u(O)12 + c2c') = 0, (31 
c(1 + CV) = 0. (41 
It is easily verified that by 
v(x) = 8'~"k?(p" + x2)-l, O~PER, (51 
a solution of (2) is given which is holomorphic for 1 .1: j < j ,8 (. Clearly, for 
every real c f 0 there exist c’, cb E R which satisfy (3) and (4). Thus u = 
6%~ + CS with v given by (5) and 0 + c E R is a maxima1 canonical solution of 
(1) which is in IIA . We state without proof 
lI*“(x, u, u, u) = (x&q. 
Hence, the above canonical solution is not in El,*. But things can still be 
complicated for it can be shown that (1) has a solution u = @v + &Vn, 
0 # c E R [with Z, again given by (5)] which is maximal in II&*. However, 
of both solutions the first one is maximal in an absolute sense. So despite the 
fact that fl,* is a proper subclass of UA the classifications ITA* and “maximal” 
may be mutually exclusive. 
5. CATJSAL SOLUTIONS 
THEOREM. Given the nonlinear wave equation 
utt - Au +F(zc)u = 0, A=f ayiaxi2, 
i-1 
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where F(U) = CT F,v, Fr E R, let h = t2 - xl2 - xz2 - xs2 and assume that v 
is a solution of 
4;\D2u + 8Dv + F(v)v = 0, D = d/d& (7) 
which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of h = 0. Let A be the afine group on 
the characteristic cone, that is, A is generated by S,: X---f C&I, a: > 0; 
TAO:A-+X-&,, X,ER; and R: h -+ --h. The maximal canonical causal 
solutions of (5) iu’the class Ii& are given by 
u(h) = O(A) v(h) + cS(h) (8) 
where c is determined by 
4v(O) + cF(v(0)) = 0. (9) 
Proof. With h = t2 - xl2 - xa2 - “vs2 (5) becomes 
4hD2u + 8Du + F(u)u = 0, D = d/dX. (10) 
By definition u is a causal solution if its support is in 
k; = ((4 Xl 7 3% , XJ 1 t2 - Xl2 - x22 - xx2 > 01. 
That is, we are looking for solutions of (10) which vanish for X < 0. Then 
we must have 
u(h) = O(h) v(h) + u&l), 
where v is a function which is analytic in a neighborhood of X = 0 and ug 
has (0) as support. To get a maximal solution the order of zcg should be 
minimal. Let us try zc, = cS, c E R. Taking into consideration that S(A) is a 
solution of uft - Au = 0 it follows after a short calculation 
4AD2u + 8Du = O(4hD2v + 8Dv) + 4v(O)S. 
From Example 15 we know that 
L$&(F(u)u) = {OF( -f cF(v(O))S] 
provided v is holomorphic in a neighborhood of h = 0. Thus (8) is a maximal 
canonical causal solution of (6) in II&= if v is a solution of (7) which is 
holomorphic in a neighborhood of X = 0 and if c satisfies (9). n 
Remark. In [l] (8) had been obtained by a different method. The point 
is that the above theorem asserts the uniqueness of (8) under those restrictions 
which characterize the class II:,,, . We note further that the group A as a 
transformation group on R4 contains the homogeneous Lorentz group as the 
identity. As to the subgroup of dilatations we state the following 
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PROPOSITION. The causal solutions (8) are invariant under the following 
simultaneous substitutions: 
h+d, F -+ a&F, a > 0. (11) 
Proof. Let A’ = orb, 01 > 0, F’ = cr-lF, and U/(X’) = v(h). 
Then 
I ~vft’ - d’v’ + F’(v’) v’ I= a-‘[?& - dv + F(v)v] =: 0. 
Hence, if u is a solution of (6) which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of 
X = 0 then pi’ ’ is a solution of 
4XDW + 8D’v’ + F’(d) v’ = 0 
which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of A’ = 0 and a’(O) = v(0). Thus it 
follows from (9) 
Hence 
c’ = -4v’(O)/F’(v’(O)) = -4v(O),/a-lF(v(0)) = cu.=. 
u’(X) = 0(x’) v’(X) + C’S(X) 
= O(h) v(h) + cmAs(h) 
= O(h) v(h) + d(A) 
= u(h). n 
EXAMPLE 18. The real maximal canonical causal solutions of 
u tt - Au + Ku3 = 0, k = const. > 0, W! 
which are in I72,,,,, are given by 
u(h) = O(h) fl(B”A + k/8)-l - (l/2@ 6(A), Ofj3~R, W 
Proof. We omit the proof that the real solutions of 
4ADb + 8Dv + kvB = 0, k = const. > 0, 
which are holomorphic in a neighborhood of X = 0 are given by 
v(X) = /3(/3X + k/8)-l; PER. 
Clearly, z’ is holomorphic for [ h ( < k/8/3e and (13) follows from (9) with 
v(0) -= 8p/k and F(v(0)) = kv(O)a. 4 
EXAMPLE 19. The only real maximal canonical causal solution of 
u tt - nu + k,u3 + k,u5 = 0, k, , k, = const. > 0, (14) 
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which is in Il,$-,,, and which vanishes for h --f 03 is given by 
u(A) = O(h)(kJ + k,/3kp:2 - (k*/3K13)1/3 6(h). (15) 
Proof. We omit the proof that the only real solution of 
4hD2v + 8Dv + klv3 + k,v5 = 0, k, , k2 = const. > 0, 
which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of h = 0 and which vanishes for 
X -+ co is given by 
w(h) = (k,h + k2/3k,)-11z. 
Obviously, v is holomorphic for j A j < k2/3k, and (15) follows from (9) 
with v(0) = (3kl/k2)l/2 and F(v(0)) = k,a(O)’ + k2w(0)4. n 
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